Abstract-H∞ control techniques are prominently used as solutions for flight control problems. From the literature, a variety of techniques is reported in the last three decades with specific merits and demerits, which, when applied to multiple flight control scenarios, showing trade off in terms of performance and robustness. However, all these methods possess superior performance when compared with that of classical approaches. In this paper an attempt is made to provide an insight into the requirements and criticalities in the design of missile autopilot. This paper introduces some of the significant H∞ control techniques like H∞ mixed sensitivity, H∞ loop shaping and μ synthesis, with specific emphasis on analysis of autopilot design. A comparative account of modern control methods is presented on the basis of system performance and robustness, which will be helpful in the selection of the appropriate design method for specific application.
INTRODUCTION
The major objective of a missile is to track the target and neutralise the threat scenario. In order to achieve this objective, the system must be designed for stability, robustness, fast response and accuracy. In addition, the cost effectiveness and minimum development time are also desirable. In general, a given missile system as shown in Fig. 1 , can be divided mainly into four major groups, viz; (1) body or structural otherwise known as air-frame, (2) warhead, (3) propulsion and (4) Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC). Among these groups, GNC section is the most important part of missile systems due to the fact that GNC should guarantee and extract the highest quality performance of the missile system.
In the GNC group of missile systems, there are three distinct sub-groups, namely Guidance, Navigation, and Control. Navigation and Guidance possess information about the current position and velocity as well as desired position and velocity of the missile respectively. Hence Guidance generates the commands for the Control to execute and physically steer the missile on to the desired path. Control group is a union of several Sensors, Actuators and physical missile dynamic system. Missile Autopilot is an algorithm that actually maps the Guidance Commands to the Control Actuator. While doing so, it has to take into account of the current state of the missile like its velocity (Mach no.), current height that affects the air pressure and aerodynamic behavior of the air-frame. It has to consider the limitations of the system like maximum command capability of the actuator and its saturation, acceleration and velocity limits of the actuator, sensor and actuator bandwidths and noise characteristics etc. Hence, missile autopilot becomes highly nonlinear with various uncertainties like aero behavior, modelling errors, changes with respect to environment and aging effects on various missile sub-systems. With all this, missile should be controlled and guided in order to reach the target while maintaining the stability with as large agility as possible. Designing a flight control system (FCS) for any missile demands fulfillment of two top-level requirements over the entire flight envelope: first, exploring the full physical capabilities of the missile system and second, compensating the closed-loop transfer function taking care of unavoidable deviations from the assumed model [1] . Two types of steering logic are commonly employed for missile control namely, Skid-to-Turn (STT) and Bank-to-Turn (BTT). An STT missile is normally controlled by a set of four fins placed in a cruciform  Nonlinear Parameter-dependent Dynamics: The complete rigid-body dynamics of the missile are highly nonlinear, with large coupling terms between the longitudinal and lateral dynamics. BTT Autopilot design gets more complicated than for an STT one, due to the dynamic coupling that occurs during roll maneuvers at high angle of attacks. Additionally, substantial variation occurs in the forces and moments generated by the missile body and control surfaces depending on the missile states.
• Nonlinear Parameter-dependent Dynamics: The complete rigid-body dynamics of the missile are highly nonlinear, with large coupling terms between the longitudinal and lateral dynamics. BTT Autopilot design gets more complicated than for an STT, due to the dynamic coupling that occurs during roll maneuvers at high angle of attacks. Additionally, substantial variation occurs in the forces and moments generated by the missile body and control surfaces depending on the missile states.
• Uncontrollable States: The key states that must be controlled to execute desired maneuvers depend on other states, such as missile speed, altitude, and pitch angle, which are not directly controlled. The controller must be robust enough to take care of the effects of variations in these states.
• Uncertain Aerodynamic Coefficients: Aerodynamic coefficients are inherently uncertain with typical errors of up to 20%, with larger errors in cases of extreme flight conditions or where only sparse data is available.
• Measurement Noise: As in all control problems, the states cannot be measured perfectly. In this case executing maneuvers accentuates the effects of sensor noise on the system. • Unmodelled dynamics: A tactical missile is long and slender resulting in significant flexural dynamics. Specifically body-bending mode dynamics due to structural flexibility is difficult to model completely. Although a missile air-frame is designed to keep the body-bending modes at as high a frequency as possible, the first few modes are usually low enough demanding special attention to be paid. Accelerations due to bodybending dynamics are sensed by the inertial sensors as inertial accelerations, causing parasitic feedback effects that can destabilize the missile leading to so called control-structure interaction. Therefore, the rigid-body controller must have necessary attenuation at the frequencies of the bending modes to prevent excitation of the flexure dynamics.
• Actuator Saturation: Limited control authority will be available due to saturation of actuator deflection, deflection rate and deflection acceleration. Actuator saturation is a critical issue in a tactical missile autopilot design, since the guidance law will most likely command extremely large accelerations in the end-game of intercept mission. The controller has to be designed with the actuator limits in mind which otherwise would lead to actuator saturation related instability.
• Extreme Accelerations: The guidance law is likely to command maneuvers which exceed the capability of the airframe during the End-game. As there is no time to recover from any acceleration error at this stage, rapid and accurate tracking of commands approaching the limits achievable by the airframe is desired in this phase of missile flight.
Rest of the paper is divided into six sections. Section II provides brief historical background spanning from 1930 to 2010, Section III emphasizes on comparison between classical and modern approaches. Section IV discusses briefly various modern control methods that are in vogue. Section V provides description of important Robust H∞ Autopilot Design Techniques. Section VI lists the details of the recent trends from 2011 onwards while Section VII concludes the entire paper.
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In the early classical control system design, the wellknown systematic techniques like Nyquist, Nichols and Bode design procedures are developed during 1930s and 1940s respectively. These methods were primarily useful and provide lot of insight into time and frequency behavior of single input single output systems. These techniques led to the creation of first generation of automatic feedback control system design. In the years 1960 and later, the limitations of classical control techniques have been addressed and solutions are identified with the theory of optimal control, which further led to the development of multivariable control design [2] .
The H∞ techniques are proposed by Zames during the 1980's [3] and these techniques took care of uncertainty in the models during design process. This can be equivalently represented in the form of either multiplicative or additive uncertainties suiting the specific problem at hand. The gain from the Small Gain theorem is that it minimizes the perturbed system's H∞ norm and therefore, maximizes the unstructured uncertainty that the system can tolerate while guaranteeing the stability of the closed loop system. H∞ methods synthesize controllers that are inherently robust as they compensate for the worst case uncertainty while they are exposed to unnecessary conservatism most of the times.
The alternative development of solutions to the H∞ problem is proposed in 1990 by Green et al considering an approach based on J-spectral factorizations. In H∞ mixed sensitivity method, perturbation inputs, the inputs and the outputs to unstructured uncertainty models are shaped with the frequency dependent weights. The resulting mixed sensitivity H∞ problem minimizes the sensitivity functions while guaranteeing closed loop robust stability.
To attain the required robustness and performance, the weights will be adjusted during the design process in a repetitive manner. Chu et al [4] in the year 1986 worked on H∞ minimization problems by visualizing as general distance problem. Anderson and Moore [5] in the year 1989, explored Optimal control with Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) techniques. Kasenally and Limebeer [6] in the year 1989, reported their work on problem of parametric mixed sensitivity which solves the optimal norm of H∞ problems by a non-iterative procedure. The magnitude of the co-prime factor perturbations was related to the gap metric by Georgiou and Smith in 1990 and demonstrated that the closed loop stability is a robust property of this method [2] . Yue [7] reported in the year 1990 by applying one degree-of-freedom of H∞ mixed sensitivity technique for applications like helicopter problems. Lundstrom [8] and Postlethwaite [9] et al in year 1993 and 1994 presented on two degree-of-freedom controllers of H∞ mixed sensitivity formulations.
During 1990s, H∞ mixed sensitivity loop shaping procedures are widely explored with one and two degreeof-freedom controllers. Harrier by Hyde [10] in 1995 applied one degree of freedom controller with loop shaping to Advanced Short Take Off and Vertical Landing (AVSTOL) by using longitudinal axis control. Hoyle [11] et al in the year 1991 and Limebeer [12] in the year 1993 proposed loop shaping using two degree of freedom controllers. Walker [13] in the year 1996 proposed formulation for loop shaping controller with the two degree of freedom. Chen et. al in the year 2002 exploited the linear matrix inequality (LMI) technique to implement the H∞ guidance design considering control constraints [14] . Lim et.al in the year 2003 applied the gain scheduled autopilot for missile applications [15] . Spilios Theodoulis et. al in the year 2007 proposed a gain-scheduling controller for a missile autopilot [16] . S. N. Balakrishnan et.al in the year 2008 developed the Nonlinear H∞ Missile Longitudinal Autopilot design technique which provided an approximate solution to the Hamilton Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation [17] . Further research carried out in the field of Autopilot design after 2010 is presented in Section VI in tabulated form.
III. CLASSICAL VERSUS MODERN APPROACHES FOR
AUTOPILOT DESIGN Generally, given missile dynamics is highly coupled, unstable for high maneuvering capability, and sometimes non-minimum phase in case of tail control. The aerodynamic characteristics of the air-frame may not be accurately available which results in modelling of the system dynamics with lot of uncertainties. Autopilot design is a challenging task for this type of missile dynamics and has to ensure closed loop stability while being robust to parametric uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics.
Missile autopilot design is dominated by the usage of classical control techniques over the last few decades. Traditionally, the autopilot design approach involves the following procedural steps: 1) Select the operating points in the missile operating envelope and linearize the missile airframe dynamics around that point. 2) Decouple the control dynamics of roll, pitch and yaw of missile airframe by appropriate assumptions. 3) Choose a proper closed loop sensor-feedback configuration by using classical control theory for uncoupled roll, pitch and yaw dynamic channels. 4) Design the required compensators and compute the gains for the uncoupled roll, pitch and yaw channels to meet the desired Gain and Phase stability margins, and time response behavior like rise time, overshoot, settling time etc and attenuation of sensor noise, response to flexible modes etc. 5) Schedule the control gains between the operating points to take care of missile dynamics variation over the entire operating envelope.
The above approach proved to be effective in most of the cases. In [18] Arrow and Williams stated that constraints of unmodeled dynamics will be dealt better by using classical control theory techniques. However, this classical approach has some limitations due to decoupling Decoupling of missile airframe dynamics removes the opportunity to use the advantages of coupling paths which are beneficial in controlling the missile system. Generally in missile autopilot design with classical design technique, the designed compensators will be fixed in structure throughout operating points of the complete flight envelope and plant dynamics variation will be taken care by changing the control gains between operating points. Since the controller dynamics are fixed which compromises the autopilot's achievable performance in terms of stability margins and time response. In addition, missile autopilot design using classical control methods needs an extensive prior design experience and is generally a time consuming process to freeze the final design.
Modern control techniques for missile autopilot design are expected to work directly with multi input multi output plant dynamics and provide a simple solution with the design process. This can be achieved in lesser design cycle time. The structure and dynamics of the controller can change between the linearized operating points of flight operating envelope. In [18] , authors reported that modern control approaches can perform better when compared with classical approaches in designing a control law for a highly coupled system. Nesline and Zarchan [19] reported the advantages of modern control design techniques and analysis by using classical frequency response method. The idea is to identify disturbances which are unmodeled and could result in destabilization in the modern control design methodology.
IV. AUTOPILOT DESIGN METHODOLOGY -VARIOUS MODERN TECHNIQUES
Future missile autopilot systems design will possess the requirement of more and more agility over the complete flight envelope. The key issues in the design of next generation missile autopilot includes (a) quick response to attitude or acceleration commands, (b) assured robustness under high manoeuvrability conditions with wide range of mission operating profiles, (c) guaranteed robustness and performance against aerodynamic parameter uncertainties, thrust profile uncertainty, control surfaces effectiveness uncertainty along with missile mass and moment of inertia variation, (d) the attenuation of highly coupled and non-linear missile dynamics under high angle of attack scenario.
The development of Eigen structure assignment, Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control, non-linear control, robust control, adaptive control and intelligent control methods influenced revolutionary changes in missile autopilot design. They provided the powerful control design tools to cater to the key issues mentioned above. A brief discussion is provided below.
Eigen Structure-Assignment Design Technique:
This method is the multivariable expansion of a root locus technique. The multi input multi output behaviour is characterized by Eigen-vectors and Eigen-values. The stability is determined by eigen-values, furthermore the eigen-vectors characterize the shape of the response and coupling of different modes. It is mostly concerned with eigen-values and their related eigenvectors placement by feedback, to get desired system performance like closed loop damping, settling time, rise time and system decoupling parameter specifications.
LQR Design Technique:
The LQR control method is a well-developed control design technique. The gains of the LQR control problem are computed simultaneously by minimizing an appropriate performance index (PI), generally a quadratic cost function integral. The design synthesis will be carried out in the time domain. In [20] , the missile flight control system design using LQR design techniques, describing various LQR formulations for the design of lateral acceleration autopilot in single plane is reported.
Robust Control Design Technique:
Robust control design techniques address various methods for multivariable autopilot design which satisfy the system performance specifications along with guaranteed stability under perturbed flight conditions or when missile is subjected to external disturbances. Several Robust control design techniques are developed and applied for missile autopilot. Research work is carried out with different ways of robustness assessment of missile autopilot design using Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT), H∞ control, synthesis, Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) control, Normalised Co-prime Factor loop shaping H∞ control and etc. Some of these methods are briefly explained in Section V.
Adaptive Control Design Technique:
Adaptive control design technique will adjust the controller gains on-line to take care of unknown parameters, changes in system dynamics along with unknown external disturbances. Adaptive control laws can be divided into two general classes namely direct and indirect. A simple example of indirect adaptive control design technique is that the autopilot design using prestored gain schedule with respect to some of flight parameters, where the gains are calculated off-line with different flight operating points to meet the autopilot specifications. Direct adaptive control design technique will update the gains of the autopilot on-the-fly directly with the help of system inputs history and tracking errors. 
Intelligent control Design Technique:
Missile autopilot design needs to tune the control parameters to get required performance. With the help of artificial neural network theory in the process of tuning, the process of control parameter adjustment can be standardized. To achieve this, we need to build the performance model with the required flying qualities. The structure of the autopilot is prefixed with the undetermined parameters. By comparing the performance of actual system with the required flying qualities, the artificial neural network is trained using training algorithms to learn the tuning rules. Hence, the parameters of the autopilot can be updated to obtain required performance.
V. ROBUST H∞ AUTOPILOT DESIGN TECHNIQUES
Modern robust controllers can be classified as linear and nonlinear depending on the systems for which the controllers are designed. They can also be classified into Structured and Unstructured depending on the type of uncertainty they are expected to handle. If the uncertainty is traced to the parameters of the system and hence to the coefficients of the Transfer Function of the Plant, then a diagonal uncertainty block is pulled out of the plant to represent Structured Uncertainty. The variation in the frequency response can be obtained by experimentation or by other means and can be represented as a percentage change over a nominal model. Then, it can be expressed as additive or multiplicative uncertainty which is represented as an Unstructured Uncertainty.
The singular values σ i , represent the gains that the given system applies in a given direction of multivariable input signals. The maximum or supremum singular value , is the maximum gain in all the input directions that occur in a given plant and is given by the H∞ norm of the system. The smaller it is the better in terms of robustness of the plant. H∞ controller minimises the maximum singular value taken over all frequencies in order to provide stability in the presence of maximum variations in the plant response due to uncertainties and this is called Robust Stability. By utilising the structure in the uncertainty, Structured Singular Value (SSV) , is obtained for a given uncertainty structure which is smaller than or equal to H∞ norm and hence the synthesized controllers provide better robust stability and this method is called µ-synthesis. The following description briefly explains some of the commonly used important H∞ based Robust Control methods which would help the reader to understand in a better way.
1) H∞ Design
The objective here is to find an H∞ Optimal, output controller for the interconnection shown in Fig. 2 , which depicts the generalized plant P and the controller K. The exogenous outputs are z and w are the exogenous inputs. The Sensor measurement outputs are y and u are the control inputs to the Actuators. The w inputs comprise of reference signals, disturbances, noise or outputs of uncertainty models as perturbations. The z outputs maybe the inputs to uncertainty models, errors or cost functions which are to be minimized to meet certain performance requirements. 
It is also called the Lower Linear Fractional Transformation (LLFT). It is written as F l (P, K). The standard H∞ optimization problem is to obtain a proper and stabilising controller K that minimizes the supremum singular value of T zw over all frequencies. The minimum closed loop norm of T zw of all stabilising controllers K is denoted by ɣ opt ,
A stabilising controller achieving ɣ opt is said to be Optimal Controller. A Sub Optimal stabilising Controller achieves ɣ greater than ɣ opt . 
2) H∞ Mixed Sensitivity Design

A. One Degree of freedom Controller
Output sensitivity S 0 , is defined as Smaller singular values of S 0 (larger singular values of K) result in smaller tracking errors and provide good disturbance rejection. This will be required up to the bandwidth frequency.
Where, S i is defined as input sensitivity. To be robust and to limit the control effort u, KS 0 should have smaller singular values at high frequencies where the model uncertainties and sensor noise are high. To meet both low and high frequency requirements on K, the design can incorporate frequency dependent weights as given in the Figure 4 . Where, W 1 and W 2 normally will determine the performance and robustness properties respectively. W 1 and W 2 possess low pass and high pass filter characteristics respectively to meet the design goals. K 1 and K 2 can be understood to be pre-filter and feedback controller respectively. M is the reference model whose output should be followed by the Plant. The Deviation from the desired output from M and the output of the actual Plant is weighted by W 1 to form the exogenous output Z 1 , which will be minimised by the design procedure as in the earlier schemes. In a two-step design, K 2 can be first synthesized first to meet the robust stability against the disturbances and uncertainties and K 1 later to meet the performance requirements. K 1 and K 2 can be synthesised in one step resulting in a low order controller while two step method provides a better flexibility in design.
B. Two Degree of Freedom Controller
It can be shown that the closed loop transfer function is 0 2 2 1 2
Where input and output sensitivities are Where, sensitivity
. For a given ɣ > 0, the problem is to find a stabilizing controller K such that,
The minimum value of ɣ, ɣ min can be a priori computed as ) ) ( sup 1 ( 
Such a controller K can be obtained as 
Once K is obtained, the final controller K f to be implemented will absorb W 1 andW 2 , i.e., K f =W 1 GW 2 , as shown in Figure 7b. 
4) μ-Synthesis design :
It is a multivariable robust design technique combining H∞ control and structured singular value (SSV) or μ analysis. The μ-Synthesis design takes care of the measurement noise, disturbances and model uncertainties into account. The uncertainties are pulled out and arranged in a feedback loop form as shown in Figure 8a . The design goal is to find a stabilising controller K that minimizes the H∞ norm from d to e, robustly stabilizes the plant and keeps e within limits specified i.e., the performance against all perturbations given by . The procedure starts by recasting the problem in to standard H∞ problem by clubbing w, d and z, e together into w and z respectively and ignoring for the time being, as given in Figure 1 which is reproduced in Fig. 8b . 
With no uncertainties (∆=0), the Nominal Stability (NS) can be checked using the poles of the closed loop system M. When d and e are normalised to unity in the plant P, the Nominal Performance (NP), i.e., with ∆ = 0, is satisfied if and only if the following is true. 1 )) ( ( sup 22 22 (24) When the uncertainties exhibit some structure, the above Robust stability estimate is conservative and the Structured Singular Value μ reduces this conservatism. The structure in the uncertainty can be represented by the set 
Here μ is the inverse of smallest perturbation of ∆ that destabilizes M and hence, μ is a measure of robustness of the closed loop system against the structured perturbations. The supremum of μ over the frequency indicates the amount of uncertainty the system can tolerate before becoming unstable.
The μ cannot be computed easily with the above equation as it is not globally convex. However, useful limits on μ can be found for a given   , as shown below. 
Then the tighter bounds on can be
The upper bound is of interest and can be found as the optimisation problem is convex and hence upper bound close to μ can be obtained in most cases, and will be used in determining the stability. 
Robust Performance for the structured perturbations (RPS) is the capability of the closed loop system to meet the performance requirements against all ∆ in set the   .
RPS can be evaluated using RSS conditions by augmenting the ∆ block with P  as shown in the Fig. 9 .
The augmented ∆, = diag [∆, P  ], which is used for testing RPS and then RPS is stated as
Ultimately any controller design should satisfy Robust Performance requirements and hence the condition for RPS should be the checked against all controllers K and choose the one that minimizes μ. The M(P,K) used above is the LLFT i.e., F l (P;K). Hence, the μ -synthesis is an optimization problem in two variables K and D that solves the following iteratively.
This is carried out until the following condition is achieved.
For a given D, the H∞ control problem gives a controller K as a solution. For a fixed controller K, an optimal D-Scale can be computed and the above condition is checked. If it is not met, K is found for the new D-Scale and this process can be iterated until the H∞ norm above is close to its μ value. This is known as DK Iteration procedure. The optimization problem is convex when one variable is fixed. However, this process does not guarantee convergence to the global optimal values of K and D.
If the above condition is not met at all, then some specifications on either performance or on stability should be relaxed as they are unrealizable or too tight.
The Fig. 10 and 11 given below show the Scopus analysis of the number of papers published using both H∞ techniques in general and H∞ techniques for Autopilot design for missiles respectively. As seen in the figures, the Growth in the research work using H∞ techniques for general applications as well as for missile applications is almost exponential. Fig. 12 gives the number of papers published using different techniques against the period as shown. The H∞ Optimization method seems to be the most popular method and is applied for a large number of problems for all periods of time. The other methods have been applied in varying proportion in different time periods. The Table given in the next section shows the important research work carried out in this field, the results presented by the authors of the research work along with the comments from the authors of this paper. 
VI. ANALYSIS OF LATEST RESEARCH ON CONTROLLER DESIGN
The following Table 1 provides the latest research in the area of Autopilot design for missile applications using different modern H∞ Robust Control methods. Along with the methods used, Results reported by the authors followed by remarks are included in the Table 1 . [22] In this work, mixed H∞ and passivity conditions are used.
It is observed that systems accompanied with actuator failures are stabilized by designing the reliable sampled data controllers.
Sufficient
LMI conditions ensuring stability are derived. Method to adapt control gain matrix is provided when actuator fails to achieve fault tolerance 3
Robust H∞ Autopilot Design for Agile Missile with TimeVarying Parameters [23] H∞ loop shaping method is used.
It is observed that by applying the satisfactory tracking, autopilots have shown robustness on different parameter variations.
The nonlinear autopilot controller based on back stepping shown less performance than the proposed pitch based autopilot controller design. Satisfactory tracking performance as well as robustness over complete flight envelope is observed and the proposed work on autopilot has a very simple structure, it does not take much time for gain scheduling activity. [24] In this work, authors have used the loop shaping based H∞ controller design method.
The designed controller offered excellent reference tracking performance even though it is very of low complexity in the structure with decoupled dynamics.
It is observed that stability of the closed loop system is ensured, performance achieved is satisfactory in spite of good amount of uncertainty on the parameters used. 5 Nonlinear H∞ Guidance Law Design for Near Space Interceptor based on Galerkin Simultaneous Policy Update Algorithm(GSPUA) [25] Nonlinear H∞ control approach is used.
The interception time as well as Miss distance of the proposed method has shown better results than the traditional method.
The proposed work can stabilize the guidance system and can meet the required disturbance constraints based on the proposed GSPUA technique by using the nonlinear H∞ controller design. 6 Fixed Structure H∞ Control for a Canard-Guided Projectile Pitch/Yaw Dynamics Autopilot Design [26] In this work, authors have used the one degree of freedom based H∞ controller design with fixed structure as well as fixed order. The proposed design considers the sensor position in the design procedure.
It is observed that with the use of μ -analysis and Monte Carlo techniques, robust stability has been shown.
Authors observed that with the use of weighting filters, target model parameters and controller structure, the proposed solution has given the autopilot design very good robustness against the uncertainty and modelling errors and also the proposed work optimizes the performance matching to specifications which are given as function of operating conditions. It is found that the same satisfactory results are obtained with the full order controller. 7 Robustness Analysis of Feedback Linearization with Robust State Estimation for a Nonlinear Missile Model [27] A robust H∞ filter is used.
It is observed that the proposed filter performed well in all simulations, even with the presence of time varying uncertainty.
The proposed H∞ filter controller design methods can be applied successfully to a nonlinear, uncertain system with a simple feedback linearization controller. 8 Robust H∞ Decentralized Fuzzy Tracking Control for Bank-to-Turn Missiles [28] Authors have proposed a robust H∞ based decentralized fuzzy model which is a reference tracking control design with uncertain parameters and external disturbances.
It is found that the simulation results shown effectiveness in the presence of external disturbances.
The outcome of the existence of the robust H1 controller design based on the decentralized fuzzy tracking controller is presented in terms of a set of LMIs, (Linear Matrix Inequalities) which solved the problem very efficiently with the usage of the convex optimization techniques. 9 The autopilot design of bankto-turn missile using mixed sensitivity H∞ optimization [29] LQR control approach and mixed sensitivity H∞ optimization is used.
It is observed that the proposed autopilot for BTT is very much effective with the use of six degree of freedom for the controller design and also for the target interception.
The inner-loop controller design based on the LQR method aimed at containing the system within certain limits to get the satisfactory performance. To deal with model uncertainty and disturbances, the outer loop technique used mixed sensitivity H∞ optimization approach. 10 Tracking performance analysis of flight control system based on H∞ theory [30] H∞ control method is used. Robust Tracking Performance Criterion is defined. A procedure to evaluate this over the entire parameter space using linear models.
A procedure for Flight Control Law Clearance is proposed for a given uncertain parameter space. A method is provided to identify flyable region in this space for guaranteed robust performance. 11 H∞ Robust Gain-Scheduled Autopilot Design for Portable Missile [31] In this work, a robust gain schedule based H ∞ technique has been proposed.
From the experimental results, it is observed that very good tracking performance results are found with the usage of gain scheduled based H∞ controller design.
In this work, authors have proposed a new robust gainscheduled control structure.
Longitudinal Autopilot Design
for Agile Turn Using Mixed H2 / H∞ Control [32] Mixed H2 / H ∞ based control design method is used for the autopilot design. [34] H ∞ control method is used.
When the case is with little target information, the proposed guidance law has shown more robustness in meeting the guidance precision and impact angle.
The proposed method can be applied in the cases with highorder autopilot dynamics.
Self scheduled H ∞ Loop
Shaping control of a Missile [35] The controller is designed by LPV (Linear Parametrically Varying) Synthesis which is applied to loop shaping criteria based on the H ∞ technique.
The performance analysis as well as robust stability can be first verified by using the linear analysis techniques, again second time checking by using the nonlinear simulation by taking all the possible scheduled parameter variations and aerodynamic conditions.
The proposed controller design has a dependence on the parameters like Mach Number, altitude and angle of attack. It meets the given specifications on a wide range of flight operating envelope.
16 Two-Degree Controller Design for Flexible Missile Based on H-inf Interference Suppression [36] State space model of rigid body with flexible missile model in the pitch channel is given. It is found that the problem of standard H ∞ control is being regarded as a problem of interference suppression.
It is observed that with the application of LMI theory, authors have designed a 2-degree of freedom H∞ controller. From the system simulations results, it is found that the 2 degree H ∞ controller has the capability of restraining the interference signals.
In this work, authors have considered the vibration and noise inputs as interference signals. The pitch rate, pitch angle, trajectory obliquity are considered as state variables. The output measurement parameters are pitch rate and pitch angle.
2 DOF H-Infinity Loop
Shaping Robust Control for Rocket Attitude Stabilization [37] In this work, the authors have developed a model in such a way that the pitch rate control is analysed which is in turn related to the rocket's longitudinal stability.
It is observed from the simulation results that with the use of 2 degree of freedom based loop shaping controller, the longitudinal stability has been improved.
The authors found that with the use of 2 degree of freedom based H ∞ loop shaping controller has shown better results in terms of robustness, it also reduced the control effort by not degrading the overall performance. 18 A Robust and Self-Scheduled Longitudinal Flight Control System: a Multi-Model and Structured H∞ Approach [38] The authors have shown a robust control system design for a longitudinal FCS (Flight Control System).With the use of an priori fixed control based structure, the H∞ control design framework is thoroughly explored From the experimental results, it is observed that the gain scheduling controller has shown robust performance results. It is also aligned to the standard H∞ design approach.
The proposed approach is a good fit and very much promising for industrial related applications.
19 Application of H∞ and μ -synthesis Techniques for Reusable Launch Vehicle Control [39] In this work, lateral and longitudinal autopilot design for the launch vehicles by using the H∞ and μ -synthesis controller design techniques have been thoroughly explained.
From most of the applications, H ∞ controller alone is sufficient which resulted in lower order controller.
It is shown that the μ -synthesis controller has an advantage of taking care of complex uncertainties in design stage itself.
Clearance of Flight Control
Law Based on H∞ Theory [40] The proposed H ∞ approach is developed from general H ∞ theory and is applied to the clearance of a flight control law for a missile.
A BTT missile is chosen as an example to test the proposed method. The simulation result shows that the proposed method is convenient and efficient.
Based on bounded real lemma, two theorems about clearance are deduced, and the clearance problem is transformed to a general linear matrix inequality problem. From the design, it is observed that the proposed method can be further extended over the complete flight envelop to obtain the gain scheduling control scheme.
H2 analytical decoupling
design for a High-AngleofAttack missile [42] Instead of considering the model disturbance in the design of controller theoretically such as in usynthesis and H∞ control methods, the H2 analytical decoupling method is considered for designing the decoupling controller for the high angle of attack control of missile.
Simulations illustrate that the designed controller has good setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection ability while maintaining strong decoupling capability.
The designed controller can be adjusted by the parameters in the controller.
The H ∞ Controller Design
Including Control Allocation for Marine Vessel [43] In this work, authors have proposed novel concept of using actuators for the mooring control problem which is used in marine vessels.
Authors have found that the control performance, system stability and allocation problem can be merged with the use of linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques based on H∞ control concepts. It is also found that the proposed technique has given the assurance on the stability of complete control system.
Dimension problems between inputs and outputs can be solved by proposed method.
25 Nonlinear H2 Lateral Control Design of Missiles [44] In this work, authors have developed a nonlinear H2 lateral control law which has successfully helped in increasing the manoeuvrability for the later control of nonlinear missile systems.
There are some important advantages found for the proposed H2 design algorithm for attitude tracking missile applications when there is a necessity of lateral control conditions to be applied.
When there is a need for effectiveness of regular aerodynamic surface is to be reduced, the proposed work is suitable for the missile development with the high performance manoeuvrability.
26 Robust Autopilot For A Flexible Missile: LoopShaping H∞Design And Real V-Analysis [45] In this work, authors have developed a Loop shaping based H1 controller technique for autopilot design. Robustness is estimated by using vanalysis tools instead of μ -tools.
From the experimental results, it is observed that the proposed method has shown robustness and good performance with nonlinear models and uncertainties, also the validation is done with a 6 degree of freedom simulations for missile motions.
Authors have preserved the solid physical sense by designing the robust controller design using H1 loop shaping method. The Robustness is estimated via v-tools eliminating dense frequency gridding required for μ estimate.
27 Tracking performance analysis of flight control system based on H∞ theory [30] Authors have attained a robust tracking performance by usage of H ∞ design for the flight control system clearance application From the experimental results, it is observed that the clearance result and process is validated for the BTT (Bank To Turn) missile. The classical methods visualise the system in the form of linearised expressions of SISO models for tractability. Decoupling of Pitch, Yaw and Roll channels become necessary requirement. Decoupling of missile airframe dynamics removes the opportunity of utilising the advantages of coupling paths which are beneficial for controlling the missile system, leading to modern methods.
Modern control techniques for missile autopilot design are expected to work directly with multi input multi output plant dynamics and provide appropriate solution with defined design process. This should be achieved in lesser design cycle time. Consequently Eigen structure assignment, Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control, non-linear control, robust control, adaptive control and intelligent control methods influenced the design of missile autopilot.
The main objective of H∞ Optimal design is to find stabilising controller for the interconnection with an understanding of maximal robustness or maximal performance as a base criterion, leading to guaranteed fulfillment of one against other. By utilising the structure in the uncertainty, Structured Singular Value (SSV) μ, is obtained for a given uncertainty structure which is smaller than or equal to H∞ norm and hence the synthesized controllers provide better robust stability in μ-synthesis design. Mixed sensitivity single degree freedom model provides the tradeoff between stability and control errors. Mixed sensitivity two degree freedom model exploit independent tuning process for performance and stability, exploring the combinations of robustness and performance trade off from the entire system point of view. The synthesis and analytical framework of these models are presented in the section robust autopilot design techniques.
As depicted, the research work carried out using Modern H∞ techniques is growing almost exponentially both in general applications as well as for the missile autopilot design. H∞ Optimization method is applied in the missile autopilot design more than any other robust control method over all the periods of time and is likely to remain so in the future also.
